
水        光              瀲    灩 

Shui     Guang       Lian Yan 

[ʃuɛi     guaŋ          liɛn   jɛn] 

Water  to Glisten  Ripples 

Ripples Glisten Away . . . 

 

 

 

水    光      瀲  灩   晴      方   好， 
Shui    guang       lian  yan    qing         fang   hao, 

[ʃuɛi    guaŋ         liɛn   jɛn    tɕIŋ          faŋ     hau] 

Water  to glisten  ripples      sunshine  side    good,  

Ripples glisten away . . . their watery sparkle so charming in the sunlight, 

 

 

山      色     空    濛   雨  亦  奇。 
shan         se          kong    meng  yu    yi     qi. 

[ʃan          sɣ          kɔŋ      məŋ    jy     ji      tɕi]    

mountain scenery  empty mist    rain  also  wonderful. 

mists veil the mountaintops . . . their emptying haze so wondrous in the rain. 

 

 

欲        把    西  湖  比          西 子， 
Yu               ba        Xi     hu     bi                    Xi  zi, 

[jy                ba        ɕi      hu     bi                    ɕi  dzɿ]          
To wish for to take West Lake to compare to Xi Shi, 

If one wished to compare the West Lake to Xi Shi, 

 

 

淡  妝     濃   抹      總     相   宜。 
dan  zhuang  nong   mo           zong     xiang  yi. 

[dan ʤuaŋ    nɔŋ     mɔ           dzɔŋ     ɕiaŋ     ji]           

light makeup heavy to smear  always  suitable. 

both are always just as entrancing with makeup or without. 

 

 

 

Notes: 

- Diphthongs and triphthongs that begin with ‘u’ or ‘i’ should have a [w] or [j] glide element even as 

each vowel is sounded, for example: 

o ‘shui’ is both [ʃuɛi/ʃwɛi] 

o ‘guang’ is both [guaŋ/gwaŋ]          

o ‘lian’ is both [liɛn/ljɛn]    

o ‘zhuang’ is both [ʤuaŋ/ʤuaŋ]     

- Carefully distinguish between certain related but distinct initial consonants 

o ‘x’ and ‘sh’   

 For the ‘x’ of ‘Xi’ and ‘xiang’,  flatten & raise your tongue blade near mouth roof 

 For the ‘sh’ ‘Shui’ and ‘Shan’, the tongue tip curls backward & its bottom touches 

the mouth roof 



- The [ɛ] vowel of ‘lian’ [liɛn] ‘yan’ [jɛn] is slightly lower than in English ‘red’; it should be between [ɛ] 

and [æ ] as in [jɛ/æ n] 
- The [ɔ] vowel for ‘kong’, [kɔŋ], ‘nong’ [nɔŋ] and ‘zong’ [dzɔŋ] is open but also slightly higher and 

more forward, with an element of the [ʊ] vowel included 

- Give special attention to the [ɣ] vowel, which requires simultaneously having the mouth open with 

slight ‘smile’ of [e], a flat tongue slightly raised in back, and raised soft palate 

- The [ə] vowel in ‘meng’ [məŋ] is higher and more forward position than in the English ‘monk’, 

combining both [e/ɣ] 

- The [ɔ] vowel of ‘mo’ [mɔ] is only slightly opened from the close [o] vowel; it should be midway [o/ɔ] 
o Form a slight ‘w’ in the lips before intoning the ‘m’ as in [m(w)ɔ] 

- Remember that the [ɿ] symbol used for ‘zi’ [dzɿ] was created to represent a specific Mandarin ‘i’ 

sound and is officially recognized as IPA – refer to the Mandarin Pronunciation Guide for details 

o Here, the ‘i’ is a short buzzed continuation of ‘z’ [dz] – resonate the vocal folds on the 

preceding ‘z’ consonant, slightly longer and more forward than ‘dzi’ of ‘Godzilla’  

o Refer to the Mandarin Pronunciation Guide for details 

 


